Do you Shop Online?
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Search for the best deals on mobiles at Carphone Warehouse; shop on
iTunes, Amazon or eBay; book train tickets, holidays, travel insurance
or buy personalised gifts – there are thousands of stores all offering
cashback to T4U for every online purchase.
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“I’ve raised over £50 booking flights with Skyscanner, KLM, AirFrance
& Emirates. That’s 10 girls supported with sanitary pads for a year in
Uganda” Dave Cooke
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“I’ve just put together an album of all our holiday photos from France
and earnt nearly £2 through Snapfish. I didn’t have to do anything. I
just have the app on my computer and as soon as I purchased the
photo album it told me a percentage donation would go to the charity.”
Ziz York
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What Do I Need to Do?
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Use this link: www.giveasyoulive.com/join/teams4u
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Simply find the Give As You Live App, find Teams4U, and remember to
use it every time before you shop. ☺
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So far T4U supporters have raised more than £600 for the charity from
using Give as you Live. That’s 100 girls supported in their education in
Africa or 1 entire school of 1000 children benefitting from upgraded
toilets and a hand-washing tank.
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Make a real difference today. Shop online through Give as you Live.
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